Name ______________________________________

Agricultural Innovation Crossword
Solve the crossword using the list of words and the clues.
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Across
3. a way of considering and solving problems
4. the place to get something or its origin
5. minerals added to the soil to help plants grow
better
6. an available source of money to pay for
something
8. results of an action
10. the person who starts a business or
organization
11. new businesses just beginning and trying to get
established
12. to design and make something new
13. an unwanted or harmful plant, animal, or bug
14. the fulfillment or carrying out of a plan
15. people willing to work for a cause they believe
in, often without being paid for their work
17. can be found and used
19. the practical application of science to solve
problems
20. the vitamins, minerals, and other substances
needed to live & grow
21. the ability to reach or to enter

available
access
exports
investment
nutrients
approach
startups
volunteers
implementation
breeding
consequences
horticultural
fertilizer
create
achievement
source
sustainability
pest
technology
founder
funding
famine
partners

Down
1. success in a major effort
2. people or organizations working together on a
project
7. related to gardening and plant cultivation
9. the ability to continue to function over time
10. a severe period of hunger in which many people
die
14. money paid into a project in order to receive
more money back in the future
16. crossing related plants or animals to get
varieties with desired characteristics
18. products sent to other countries
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